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Abstract—We present PerfTrace, an end-to-end tool for
efficient, real-time, and multi-metric network performance mon-
itoring. PerfTrace provides a high integration of different
existing measurement functions, supporting the measurement of
essential metrics such as latency, jitter, packet loss, and available
bandwidth. More importantly, innovative schemes and algorithms
are proposed to address the weaknesses of existing tools.

After conducting comprehensive evaluations, we find that (i)
PerfTrace measures one-way and two-way latency, jitter, and
packet loss ∼9.4× faster and ∼3.6× more data-efficiently; (ii)
PerfTrace measures available bandwidth in our testbed with
minimal mean relative error (5.22%), outperforming all the
tools compared (ranging from 8.17% to 37.24%). Meanwhile,
PerfTrace consumes a more constant percentage of bandwidth
resources than other tools when monitoring available bandwidth.
PerfTrace’s data overhead is always only about 1/600 of the
total bandwidth for a measurement frequency once per minute.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network performance refers to the overall measures of

network quality of service as perceived by users. With the

rapid growth of networks, network performance monitoring

has become more critical than ever, especially in the following

scenarios: (i) Networking researchers need to evaluate the per-

formance of new network protocols and algorithms based on

specific performance metrics [1]. (ii) Internet service providers

(ISPs) need to monitor the real-time network performance to

detect, diagnose and fix problems [2]. (iii) Internet technology

companies need to monitor their service access delay, which

is strongly related to the company profits [3]. (iv) Customers

compare the network performance of different commercial

cloud services to make choices [4].

Network performance measurements can be dated back

to the 1970s when ARPANET initiated several projects on

network behavior [5]. After decades of development, re-

searchers have proposed many approaches to monitor network

performance. Network measurements usually fall into two

categories: passive and active measurements [6]. Passive mea-

sures analyze the performance based on user application traffic

without generating extra artificial traffic to the networks. How-

ever, passive measurements rely on collecting the traffic and

usually require administrator privileges. In comparison, active
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measures, which push probe packets specifically designed into

the network and then analyze network performance, are easier

to deploy and perform. Since the probe traffic may interfere

with user traffic, probe packets should be properly scheduled

to minimize their impact. According to the location of vantage

points, network measurements can also be divided into end-

to-end measurements and interior measurements [7]. Interior

measurements require specialized forwarding equipment (e.g.,

programmable switches [8]), limited by network type and

network size [9].

Among the above categories, active end-to-end measure-

ments are popular as they are easy to deploy, including

commonly-used tools ping and iPerf. However, when it

comes to performance monitoring, problems and weaknesses

of those tools emerge: (i) A single measurement usually takes

a long time, i.e., dozens of seconds. (ii) Existing approaches

cannot adapt well to the new network environments. For

instance, ICMP filtering [10], which is common for network

devices nowadays, reduces the availability of those tools like

ping and traceroute. (iii) Some measurement tools or

methods can be intrusive, e.g., iPerf and FastBTS [11]

measure the TCP bulk transfer capacity (BTC) with TCP

flooding, not considered to be a good choice for long-lasting

performance monitoring. (iv) Existing tools usually focus on

one metric, which means a combination of tools is required

to monitor network performance comprehensively, potentially

leading to increased network pressure.

To address those challenges, we propose PerfTrace,

an active end-to-end tool for performance monitoring.

PerfTrace provides a high integration of different func-

tions of existing popular tools, and innovative schemes and

algorithms are proposed (§IV) to address the above problems

and weaknesses. In detail, PerfTrace measures various

performance metrics with probe traffic that is as less as

possible.

This paper presents the methodology, design, and imple-

mentation of PerfTrace, which includes the following

features:

• Packet multiplexing. PerfTrace is designed with the

idea of packet multiplexing, i.e., one probe packet for

several metrics, which covers more performance metrics

with less traffic, making the measurements less intrusive.
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• Better bandwidth measurement algorithm. We design

and implement a new available bandwidth measurement

algorithm in PerfTrace, which is better than the

existing tools involved in the comparison in terms of

adaptability, accuracy, and real-time performance.

• Flexible expandability. The light-weight PerfTrace is

built with a generic framework and flexible expandability,

making it easy for community developers to extend new

measurement schemes. We hope our work is just the

beginning.

PerfTrace is open-source and can be found at https:

//github.com/LiuNotTwo/PerfTrace. The rest of the paper is

structured as follows. We discuss the necessary background

and related work (§II) and present the design (§III). Then

we evaluate PerfTrace and compare it with existing tools

(§IV). Finally, we have a conclusion of our work (§V).

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The quality and speed of data transmission are Internet

users’ two most essential concerns, the former indicating the

stability and reliability and the latter indicating the ability

of high-speed processing and transmission of the network

devices. As for performance monitoring, the following metrics

are considered most common and valuable: latency, packet loss

rate, jitter, and available bandwidth.

We put these three metrics together: latency, packet loss

rate, and jitter because we can measure them together in one

measurement appropriately. By sending multiple probe packets

resulting in multiple latencies, we can calculate the jitter and

packet loss rate based on the latencies and the number of

packets lost.

In §III, we introduce PerfTrace’s implementations of

latency, packet loss rate, and jitter measurements. Com-

pared with these three well-known tools above-mentioned,

PerfTrace measures more metrics with less traffic.

For a network link or path, available bandwidth refers to

the unused part of its bandwidth capacity. When measuring

available bandwidth, existing bandwidth measurement tools

usually make the following assumptions: (i) probe traffic and

cross traffic have the same priority; (ii) cross traffic and probe

traffic transmit in the paths just in the same way as fluid (fluid
model [12]). PerfTrace differs in that it no longer relies

on the assumption (ii) and is, therefore, more adaptable to

heterogeneous networks.

A. Taxonomy of Available Bandwidth Measurement Tools

We can roughly sort the existing tools for available band-

width measurements into the following categories based on

their traffic modes, measurement models and technologies

(TABLE I).

Packet pair vs. packet train. We can divide the tools into

two categories based on whether a single probe only sends two

packets (packet pair) or multiple packets (much more than

two packets, i.e., packet train). Generally, the noises easily

affect packet pair-based measurements, while the packet train-

based measures handle the noises better but are more intrusive.

Therefore, the trade-off between robustness and intrusiveness

remains a critical problem.

Probe gap model (PGM) vs. probe rate model (PRM).
PGM infers the available bandwidth based on the difference

in intervals of two packets. The idea behind PGM is that the

interval between two packets will be affected by the cross

traffic in the paths, so we can indirectly get the available

bandwidth by perceiving the cross traffic rate using PGM.

This technique is called packet pair/train dispersion (PPTD).

Unlike PGM, PRM sends probe packets with a well-designed

rate and estimates the bandwidth by observing whether the

probe packets will cause self-induced congestion [12].

B. Accuracy, Overhead and Intrusiveness

Accuracy and Overhead. Time measurements remain the

core of bandwidth measurements for all the existing tools

ranging from the PRM-based tools to PGM-based tools. We

hope that the arrival time of the probe packets will only be

influenced by the cross traffic on the links when measuring

bandwidth. However, the reality is that many other factors,

namely the noises, can also make a difference. Noises include

but are not limited to: (i) interrupt coalescing usually brings

clock offsets of ∼100 microseconds [18]; (ii) virtual interrupts

of cloud servers also result in millisecond errors [19]; (iii)

complicated rate-limiting mechanism of ISPs may affect the

sequential features of the probe packets.

As a typical example, we explain why Pathload does

not work well in high-bandwidth cloud networks. Pathload
sends a packet train consisting of 100 packets. Supposing each

packet is 1500 bytes (cannot exceed the MTU), this sequence

of packets will not last for more than 1.2 ms when the probing

rate is 1 Gbps, thus can be easily affected by the noises of

interrupt coalescing and virtual interrupts.

Overhead and Intrusiveness. People may take it for granted

that high traffic of probe packets always lead to high in-

trusiveness. However, the relative amount of traffic is also

an essential metric in addition to the absolute amount. For

instance, 1MB traffic for 10Mbps links is much more intrusive

than 10MB traffic for 1Gbps links. While other tools usually

use the total traffic of probe packets as the representative of the

intrusiveness, PerfTrace mainly takes the relative value into

account because today’s link bandwidth is becoming bigger.

III. DESIGN OF PERFTRACE

This section discusses the design and implementation of

PerfTrace. PerfTrace draws wisdom from previous

work [20], [17] and proposes new algorithms and methods.

A. Architecture

Figure 1 presents an architectural overview of PerfTrace,

which includes four modules: Local Controller, Probe Sender,

Local Database, and Probe Responder.

Local Controller. Local Controller parses the arguments

of monitoring tasks (measurement mode, packet count, etc.),

determining the types, sizes, amount, and intervals of probe
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TABLE I: Information about some typical bandwidth measurement tools.

Tools for AB traffic mode [13] model technology
Spruce [12] Packet pair PGM (Link capacity required) PPTD
Abing [14] Packet pair PGM PPTD

Pathchirp [15] Exponentially spaced packet train PRM self-induced congestion

Assolo [16] Reflected exponentially spaced packet train PRM self-induced congestion

Pathload [17] Uniformly spaced packet train PRM self-induced congestion

Local Controller

Probe Sender Probe Responder

Local Database

Internet

Client Server

UDP Probes

TCP Synchronization Control

Commands & parameters

Measurement results

Fig. 1: An overview of PerfTrace.

packets to be sent. A timer will be set for a scheduled task

and trigger Probe Sender.

Probe Sender. Being the de-facto performer of measure-

ments, Probe Sender establishes TCP connection with target-

side Probe Responder and synchronizes the parameters. After

that, it sends fabricated probe packets to the open UDP port

of the targets and receives corresponding replies.

Local Database. Local Database stores the measurement

results of PerfTrace. The historical data can help determine

the probe rate when measuring available bandwidth.

Probe Responder. Probe Responder opens particular TCP

ports and waits for measurement tasks. Once a task is received,

it will open specific UDP ports and inform the Probe Sender.

We introduce a complete workflow of a PerfTrace mea-

surement task. Local Controller parses the task arguments

and starts corresponding measurements. Probe Sender then

generates sequences of fabricated probe packets based on

related parameters. As for the measurements of available

bandwidth, several iterations are required. The measurement

results of the previous iteration are necessary for determining

the probe rate of the next iteration. Probe Sender synchronizes

necessary information using TCP, and then the UDP-based

actual measurements will be performed.

B. Basic Mode: Monitoring Latency, Jitter, and Packet Loss

Considering that the available bandwidth measurements

usually lead to high traffic costs, the measurement modes can

be categorized into two types based on whether the bandwidth

measurement is required. Basic Mode of PerfTrace is

designed for monitoring latency, jitter, and packet loss with

only a little traffic. We develop Basic Mode by taking a page

from both ping and OWping: (i) similar to ping, the target

will send a response at once as long as it receives the probe

packets; (ii) similar to OWping, which establishes both TCP-

based control channel and UDP-based measurement channel,

Probe Sender measures the latency and jitter with timestamp

embedded in the probe packets, and the packet loss rate is

calculated according to the arrival packet number informed by

the Probe Responder through the TCP control channel.

C. AB Mode: Monitoring Available Bandwidth
The measurements of available bandwidth (AB) usually

require many packets to be sent. Therefore, in AB Mode

of PerfTrace, Probe Responder no longer sends replies in

response to each probe packet but only records the receiving

time of each packet and sends the overall statistical data to

the Probe Sender through the TCP-based control channel.

Because AB Mode inherits the probing packet format of

Basic Mode (changing the packet size by adding additional

random load), it also supports one-way delay, one-way jitter,

and one-way packet loss measurements along with bandwidth

measurements. A novel measurement method that does not

rely on fluid model assumption is proposed for the available

bandwidth measurement in PerfTrace, and it has the fol-

lowing features:

• Robust. As for the measurement traffic, we send a packet

sequence lasting for a fixed period (∼ 20ms) instead of

a fixed number of packets, which is more noise-immune.

• Retrospective. Our method estimates the bandwidth

based on the historical data instead of a wide-range

binary search like Pathload, resulting in much fewer

iterations.

• Agile. When estimating the available bandwidth, we

propose DualProbe algorithm (§III-C2), which removes

the need for convergence of our probe rate.

1) Methodology: If the rate of probe traffic arriving at link

L is Rin,L, and the available bandwidth of the link is ABL,

we call L as critical link when Rin,L > ABL. A critical link

will impact the probe traffic and thereby affect the measured

result of available bandwidth. It’s possible to have multiple

critical links along one path. For simplicity, we first discuss

the single-critical-link case and then extend it to the multiple-

critical-link scenarios.

TABLE II: Variables and their meanings in §III-C1.

Variable Meaning
Ctight Capacity of tight link [12]

ABmax
Maximum available bandwidth in the

historical data of the link
ABcur Current available bandwidth of the link
Rcross Rate of cross traffic on the link
Rsnd Rate of the sent probe traffic
Rrcv Rate of the received probe traffic

(1.1) Single Critical Link
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Because the tight link (TABLE II) is necessarily a critical

link, in the single-critical-link case the critical link is the tight

link. Our method expands the idea of PRM, i.e., infer whether

the rate of probe traffic is greater than the available bandwidth

by observing whether the congestion occurs. In detail, there

are two cases depending on whether the rate of probe traffic

is greater than the available bandwidth:

Case 1: Rsnd ≤ Ctight − Rcross. No congestion occurs, so

we have: Rrcv ≥ Rsnd.

Case 2: Rsnd > Ctight −Rcross. Congestion occurs, leading

to a decline in the receiving traffic rate. Thus we can

observe: Rrcv < Rsnd.

We focus on Case 2. When probe traffic and cross traffic

have the same priority, they compete for bandwidth fairly.

Therefore, the receiving rate of probe packets (sending rate

is Rsnd1) is:

Rrcv1 =
Rsnd1

Rsnd1 +Rcross
· Ctight (1)

As ABcur = Ctight −Rcross, therefore we have:

ABcur = Ctight − Rsnd1 · (Ctight −Rrcv1)

Rrcv1
(2)

There are two unknowns in the equation above. To find

ABcur, we need to get another similar equation by a repeated

measurement with a different probe speed Rsnd2 (> ABcur).

Then we can find ABcur with the two simultaneous equations:

ABcur =
Rsnd1Rrcv2(Rrcv1 + Rsnd2) − Rrcv1Rsnd2(Rsnd1 + Rrcv2)

Rrcv2Rsnd1 − Rrcv1Rsnd2
(3)

(1.2) Double Critical Links
Assume that there are two critical links link1 and link2

with capacities of C1, C2 and cross traffic of Rcross1, Rcross2

respectively, then, the available bandwidth of them are:{
AB1 = C1 −Rcross1

AB2 = C2 −Rcross2
(4)

When (a) AB1 = AB2(= AB), we assume that the

probe traffic with a sending rate Rsnd > AB goes through

link1 and link2 sequentially. The traffic drops to R1 on link1,

and drops to R2 on link2, then the final receiving rate is R2.{
R1 = Rsnd

Rsnd+C1−AB · C1

R2 = R1

R1+C2−AB · C2
(5)

With Equation (5) and Rrcv = R2, we have:

Rrcv =
Rsnd

Rsnd +
C1·C2

C1+C2−AB

· C1 · C2

C1 + C2−AB
(6)

Based on the equation above, we can know that a double-

critical-link path with two link capacities of C1 and C2 and

the same available bandwidth AB acts in the same way as a

single-critical-link path with a link capacity of C ′ and avail-

able bandwidth of AB, where C ′ = C1·C2

C1+C2−AB . Therefore,

Equation (3) is still applying.

(a) AB1 = AB2 = 30 (b) AB1 = 30, AB2 = 50

Fig. 2: Double critical links with capacities of 80 (link1) and

100 (link2) respectively.

When (b) AB1 �= AB2, suppose AB1 < AB2. If the

probe traffic passes link2 first, the probe traffic will only be

changed by link1 as long as AB1 < Rsnd ≤ AB2. That is to

say, it’s equivalent to the single-critical-link case.

If the probe traffic passes link1 first, when probe rate

Rsnd > AB1, the probe rate drops to R1 at link1. When

R1 ≤ AB2, link2 won’t affect the probe rate. Therefore, it’s

equivalent to the case with only one critical link link1 when

Rsnd satisfying:

Rsnd ≤ C1 −AB1

C1 −AB2
·AB2 (7)

We use an example to illustrate the conclusion we found

above. Suppose we have link1 and link2 with capacity of

80 and 100. We assume AB1 = AB2 = 30 for the case (a)

and AB1 = 30, AB2 = 50 for the case (b). We focus on the

relationship between Rrcv/Rsnd and Rsnd. When Rsnd < 30,

Rrcv/Rsnd shall be 1; when Rsnd > 30, we have Rrcv <
Rsnd, i.e., Rrcv/Rsnd < 1. We aim to find the point from

which Rrcv/Rsnd starts to decline from 1, i.e., the available

bandwidth measurement point (ABMP). In the case of double

critical links with different available bandwidth, besides the

ABMP, another turning point exists when Rsnd = AB2

(passes link2 first) or Rsnd = C1−AB1

C1−AB2
· AB2 (passes link1

first), which we call the second turning point (STP).

We know from Figure 2 that double-critical-link paths can

be converted into single-critical-link cases as long as we make

the probe rate in the range from ABMP to STP.

(1.3) Multiple Critical Links
The conclusions introduced before on the double-critical-

link cases can be extended to the multiple-critical-link cases.

The cases with multiple critical links having the same available

bandwidth are equivalent to single-critical-link cases. As for

the cases with multiple critical links having different available

bandwidths, we can find the STP, and the measurement is

also equivalent to the single-critical-link case if we control

our probe rate between the ABMP and the STP.

2) Measurement Procedure: As for the single-critical-link

cases, we perform the measurement twice with different probe

rates, which are higher than the available bandwidth. Then, we

can get the available bandwidth using Equation (3). Regarding

the multiple-critical-link cases, we shall control our probe rate

to be lower than the STP. Additionally, a low probe rate

will result in less intrusiveness. To get the probe rate slightly
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higher than the available bandwidth, we design a five-phase

measurement program as shown in Figure 3. We describe each

of the five phases below.

Initialization. This phase aims to get the initial probe rate

for available bandwidth measurements, as shown in the Algo-

rithm 1. The users can specify the initial probe rate if they have

prior knowledge about bandwidth. Otherwise, PerfTrace
queries the local database for recent measurement records and

then determines the initial probe rate based on the historical

data. If neither of the above, we measure the asymptotic

dispersion rate (ADR [21]) firstly.

Algorithm 1 Startup Probe Rate Selection

Input: The initial probe rate specified by users: R0;

Historical available bandwidth measurements stored

in database: S = {ABt−1, ABt−2, ABt−3, · · · };

Window size of historical values used for reference:

N (default 10);

Enlarge factor: factor. � factor is a number

slightly greater than 1 (default 1.2).

Output: The startup probe rate: Rsnd0;

1: if R0 is not Null then
2: Rsnd0 ← R0 � priority use of specified rate

3: else if S �= ∅ then
4: ABmax ← max

1<i<N
ABt−i

5: Rsnd0 ← max(ABmax, ABt−1 × factor) � we

want the initial probe rate to be a value slightly greater

than the available bandwidth.

6: else
7: Rsnd0 ← ∞ � ∞ means we do the ADR test.

8: return Rsnd0

Fast Decreasing. This phase prevents the probe rate from

being too high, leading to congestion and packet loss on

the paths. Fast Decreasing reduces the Rsnd according to the

previous measurement Rrcv to lower the probe rate than the

available bandwidth.

Slow Growing. We can finally find a probing rate slightly

higher than the available bandwidth by continuously multi-

plying the probe rate with a factor marginally greater than 1.

This process is similar to the TCP slow start. Unlike the Fast

Decreasing phase, which is based on the Rrcv , Slow Growing

is based on the Rsnd in the measurement.

Dual Probes. We send our probes twice with different probe

rates. For the first probe, we use the probe rate we got by the

first three phases mentioned above, which is a probing rate

slightly higher than the available bandwidth. For the second

probe, we use the receiving rate of the first probe as the

probe rate. These two probes result in two equations with two

unknowns. We can find the available bandwidth by solving the

equations (Equation (3)).

Result Storage. We store the results in our local database. In

the subsequent measurements, we can use the previous results

to determine the initial probe rate.

The five-phase measurements seem complicated, and the

second and third phases require self-loops. Luckily, as long

as we choose the appropriate initial probe rate, we can skip

the loops (through the green path in Figure 3). Our practical

experiments show that most bandwidth measurements only

require three- or four-time iterations.

IV. EVALUATION

Our evaluation aims to show that in comparison to other

existing tools, PerfTrace: (i) measures more metrics with

lower time and traffic cost and (ii) measures available band-

width more accurately.

A. Basic Mode

As for the metrics, including latency, jitter, and loss rate, we

use the Basic Mode of PerfTrace to perform our evaluation.

Though the AB Mode of PerfTrace can also measure them,

it will result in a higher overhead for the available bandwidth

measurements. We only use the AB Mode when evaluating

the ability to measure available bandwidth.

We deploy vantage points on two Internet nodes in North

America and Asia, namely Node1 and Node2. Node1 is a

cloud server with an egress bandwidth of 1Gbps, while Node2
is a physical host accessed through a wired network with

an egress bandwidth of 100Mbps. The RTT between them is

about 250ms. We use tcpdump [22] to collect the probe data

and count the total traffic cost.

Three well-known tools are used as competitors: ping,

OWping and Sting. For fairness, we use unified measure-

ment parameters: 100 probe packets with intervals of 10ms.

It takes 1s to send out all the probe packets. Considering

the time cost of establishing TCP connections (except ping),

waiting for retransmission, and calculating results, the whole

process of the measurements takes 1s + RTT ≈ 1.25s at

least. As shown in Table III, PerfTrace get more metrics

in one measurement when compared with other tools. Without

PerfTrace, the measurement of all the metrics in Table III

requires one ping and two OWping (forward and backward)

performed, resulting in ∼ 9.4× time cost and ∼ 3.6× traffic

cost than PerfTrace.

B. AB Mode

We evaluate the ability of PerfTrace, Pathload,

Pathchirp, Assolo, Abing, and Spruce to measure

available bandwidth on our testbed.

Testbed Setup. We build a testbed with three commercial

switches and several hosts in a dumbbell topology to evaluate

the accuracy of several tools, as illustrated in Figure 4. The

ports of the switches are of type Copper, speed 100 Mbps, and

mode Full Duplex. Several hosts connected to switch ports and

accessed using VLAN constitute a local area network. These

hosts can send data to each other.

We measure the available bandwidth of PathAB between

NodeA and NodeB . At the same time, we inject random cross

traffic with iPerf3 on Link1 and Link2, the mandatory links

from NodeA to NodeB . The true available bandwidth AB =
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Sending Rate Init:

0

Sending Rate:
Receiving Rate: 

Loss Rate: 

=

1.1 if 
then  

1.2 if 
then 

1

Sending Rate:
Receiving Rate: 

Loss Rate: 
2

1.3 if 
then 

2.1 if 
then 

2.2 if 
then 3.1 

Sending Rate:
Receiving Rate: 

Loss Rate: 

3.2 
Sending Rate:

Receiving Rate: 
Loss Rate: 

3

CALC RES
Eq. (4) Store

ResultsOutput

history ABW measurement results

Initialization Fast Decreasing Slow Growing Dual Probes Store Results

Fig. 3: The procedure of available bandwidth measurement.
TABLE III: Metrics measured by various tools and the duration and overhead of the measurement. All metrics can be divided

into one-way (forward, F and backward, B) and two-way (round-trip, RT). Sting’s measurements are often unsuccessful, so

there is no exact duration and overhead.

Latency Jitter Loss Rate Overhead/KBTools
F B RT F B RT F B RT

Duration/s
F B

ping � � � � � � � � � 1.43 7.2 7.2

OWping � � � � � � � � � 7.78 3.2 3.4

Sting � � � � � � � � � * >2.1 >2.0

PerfTrace � � � � � � � � � 1.81 3.3 4.2
ping+OWping×2 � � � � � � � � � 16.99 13.6 14.0

Cross Traffic Cross Traffic

Path AB
Probe TrafficNode A

Probe Sender

Node B
Probe Responder

Link1 Link2

Fig. 4: Testbed with dumbbell topology.

min∀i∈{1,2}(Ci − Rcrossi). We can monitor the cumulative

amount of data forwarded by the switch ports in real-time, so

it is not difficult to obtain the cross traffic rate and the true

available bandwidth of all links (Clink=100Mbps) through the

SNMP protocol. Using the above available bandwidth obtained

via SNMP as Ground Truth, we can evaluate the measurement

accuracy of each tool.

Accuracy. We use several tools to monitor the available

bandwidth in PathAB separately, and the results are shown

in Figure 6. Of the several tools, PerfTrace and Spruce
perform the best, very close to the Ground True. Spruce
indirectly obtains the available bandwidth by measuring the

cross traffic rate in the path, so the tight link capacity Ctight

(100Mbps in our testbed) needs to be provided when measur-

ing with Spruce. While PerfTrace requires no additional

information when measuring. Other than the above two tools,

the other tools overestimate the available bandwidth.

The mean absolute error and mean relative error of the tools

mentioned above are listed in Table IV. PerfTrace has the

101 102

Avail-Bw (Mbps)

10−2

10−1

100
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e-
B

yt
es

 / 
Av

ai
l-B

w
 (s

) PerfTrace
Pathload
Spruce

Assolo
Pathchirp
Abing

Fig. 5: Data overhead of several tools at different available

bandwidth conditions.
TABLE IV: Errors of several available bandwidth measure-

ment tools in the testbed

Tools Mean Absolute Error Mean Relative Error
PerfTrace 3.01Mbps 5.22%

Spruce 4.20Mbps 8.17%
Assolo 9.56Mbps 21.84%

Pathload 13.66Mbps 31.44%
Pathchirp 18.18Mbps 37.24%

highest accuracy with a mean absolute error of 3.01Mbps and

a mean relative error of 5.22% over the entire measurement

period. Spruce is in second place, with a mean relative error

of 8.17% over the measurement. The mean relative errors of

the remaining tools range from 21.84% to 37.24%.

Overhead. We calculate the average ratio of the probing data

overhead to the available bandwidth (relative overhead) of the
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Fig. 6: Results of several available bandwidth measurement tools in the testbed.

monitoring path for each tool. A larger ratio indicates greater

intrusiveness. Figure 5 implements the relationship between

the average relative overhead of each tool and the available

bandwidth. We find that for low bandwidth paths (less than

20Mbps), the overhead of PerfTrace is less than other tools.

As the available bandwidth increases, the relative overhead

of the other tools decreases, and the relative overhead of

PerfTrace remains stable (within 0.1 seconds). It is worth

noting that regardless of the monitoring path’s bandwidth,

the resources consumed by PerfTrace’s probing overhead

are consistently only about 1/600 of the total resources for a

measurement frequency once per minute.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents PerfTrace, a new end-to-end net-

work performance monitoring tool to make network moni-

toring multi-metric, fast, lightweight, and accurate. On one

hand, PerfTrace provides a high integration of different

functions of existing measurement tools, supporting the mea-

surement of essential metrics such as latency, jitter, packet loss,

and available bandwidth. On the other hand, an innovative

available bandwidth measurement algorithm is proposed to

make PerfTrace more efficient and accurate. PerfTrace
is built with a generic framework and flexible expandability,

making it easy to update. In the future, we will continue to ap-

ply and optimize PerfTrace in real networks. Furthermore,

we will continue contributing new algorithms and functions to

PerfTrace to make it more versatile and powerful.
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